To enrich all
Transactions
- White Label solution for Banks

Travel Expense
Management, s. 4
The benefit of Real-time and the unique
integration between the card transaction,
the TEM App and TEM administration!

VATTAX, s. 8
Reclaim EU VAT from travel expenses
easily with VATTAX!

Enrichment, s. 10
Data is valuable and with data enrichment
in Real-time, the quality is improved immensely

Card Management, s. 11
Issue, Load and Manage payment cards in
a Real-Time easy to use platform

KYC, s. 13
The biggest obstacle when onboarding
new customers is the time-consuming KYC
process but not anymore with Cardlay

Vision

To enrich all Transactions
- We inspire people by digital transformation

Travel Expense
Management
- We inspire people by digital transactionw

The Travel Expense Management service (TEM)
offers a real-time overview of all corporate expenses
to be paid by the company.
All transactions from company cards and
transactions to be reimbursed from
employees automatically flow through the
TEM service in real-time.
Through the Cardholder App, employees can
add further information about the transaction
such as the receipt or invoice, comments,
category, VAT region and other relevant
information for the internal and external
accounting for the company.
Receipts and expenses are loaded from the
Cardlay White Label App and administrated,
approved and reimbursed centrally through
the Cardlay White Label Admin platform by
approvers or by automated processes.

More than 60% time is
saved with the Cardlay
TEM platform

Employees are always
up to date! No more monthly
hassle doing travel expense
reports.
No more lost receipts

For refund
Open

Submited

Approved

Customise settings for each user
In the admin platform, the administrator
can set up rules for each employee, e.g.
which categories the employee is allowed
to spend company money on or whether
the transaction is approved automatically
or by team leaders.
All of this is structured in a user-friendly
and intuitive package.
The TEM is unique due to the fact that
all data is received instantly, thereby,
making it possible to reconsolidate
expenses immediately for the benefit of
both the administration and employees
while also strongly lowering the risk of
errors.

Real-Time execution
for the benefit of your
employees and overview

The functionalities and built-in
automatic processes offered by the
platform are all constructed with the
purpose to ensure efficient use of time
and that all data is correct. Some of the
strong and beneficial functionalities in
the platform are:

Line and full view of all transactions/ expenses
The split expense functionality, both for category
and VAT
Automatic Category & VAT Suggestion based on
MCC code and location
Spending rules for employees e.g. categories or
MCC codes
Hierarchy build-up for larger companies and SMVs
Dashboard for overview of all transactions/
expenses in real-time
Easy export or integration for ERP systems such
as e-conomic

Cardholder
App with TEM
The Cardholder App is envisioned to be a tool for cardholders
to access relevant information in real-time, hereby, optimising their
daily handling of corporate expenses. The app offers additional
services such as Mileage Management and Currency Converter,
which make the life of the busy corporate traveller much easier.
The Cardholder App will offer, as a standard, real-time
transactions and reconsolidation, total spending potential,
the ability to block cards directly in the app and get your
PIN instantly.

World Leading UI
for iOS & Android

VATTAX
When travelling to other EU countries,
travel expenses are paid incl. local VAT.
The VAT can be reclaimed, but it is difficult
and time-consuming – as a result, many
companies choose not to.

Reclaim succes

100%

Potential reclaim:

5,000 €

VATTAX solves this problem and is built
seamlessly into the Cardholder App.
Because the transaction is received in the
Cardholder App in real-time, the Cardholder
can enrich the transaction at the same time
as uploading the receipt. All they have to do is
add a little extra information and then submit
the Expense as normal.

PwC delivers all the VAT knowledge
and keeps the system updated with the
constantly changing VAT rules in all
EU countries.

Reclaim up to 20 % of
your Travel Expenses with
VATTAX

Expenses:

20

VATTAX offers a unique overview and
transaction tool for the Accounting
department, making EU VAT reclaim
very easy.
The VATTAX system delivers a company
overview of all Travel Expense transactions
where there is a potential for EU VAT to be
reclaimed.
The Accounting department can then
handle any incomplete transactions
directly in the system by adding the
needed information, and VATTAX handles
the rest of the process.

It is estimated that as
much as 80 % of the
possible EU VAT is not
reclaimed.

Enrichment
The Platform offers a high level of Data Enrichment of real-time transactions for the
benefit of a holistic overview for the CFO and the financial team plus enriched data
export for legacy systems.

It is possible to extract data in real-time from
multiple feeds: the Transaction, additional
comments and tagging from the Cardholder,
Machine Learning and Automated
Recognition.

This will give large controlling advantages
and savings, plus the avoidance of the typical
hassle when matching expenses with bank
statements. The data enrichment setup is an
individual setup for Corporates and does not
require a TEM agreement.

All transactions can carry enriched data and
be reconsolidated in real-time.

Digitisation & Automation
of data to optimise time,
processes, errors,
integrations & avoid fraud

Card Management
The Card Management platform is a user-friendly interface to issue, load and
manage all corporate cards in real-time.

The platform offers some of the same
functionalities known from the bank’s
frontend office, but in a real-time environment
managed by the company and is integrated
with other Corporate Traveller Services in the
platform. The platform is especially
recommended for SMVs because of its
intuitive design offering great control and
overview.

Issue, Load & Manage
payment cards directly
in the Admin for Corporates

Key Functionalities:

Overview of accounts and payment cards

Easy export or integration for ERP systems

Overview of cardholder information

Order PIN codes for instant use

Overview of all transactions in real-time
and all attached information e.g. receipts,
invoices, tags

Administrate limitations for the use of cards e.g.
specific MCC codes

Order cards for employees
Bulk order cards

Built-in automation for the approval of transactions
Physical and virtual cards

Soft block or close cards in real-time

Save lots of Human
Resources by digitising
the issuing & management
of cards

Know your customer
(KYC)
KYC is a well-known – but time-consuming – process in most banks.
Cardlay has modernised and automated the process of gathering information.
The Cardlay KYC tool offers an online
platform to help new customers easily find
and deliver the necessary information.
This includes all ownership information on
companies.
Start with the VAT number of the company
and the tool will automatically gather all the
information possible from public sources. Fill
out the blanks and submit.
Banks and the Corporate Clients can save
thousands of hours in data filling, and
avoidance of errors.

Done. As easy as it gets.

Make compliance a
business advantage!
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